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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1

BACKGROUND
The Arab oil embargo made United States (US) public keenly aware of the dependence of

our nation on foreign oil imports and, commensurate with that awakening, a new emphasis arose
on the value of increased fuel economy in automotive usage. The heightened awareness of the
need both to conserve energy and to find new sources of energy was made evident. Similarly,
increasing concern about air pollution has led government agencies to set more stringent
emissions standards. The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has mandated the
automobile industry to produce more friendly vehicles in order to reduce air pollution.
Many alternatives have been suggested in the past for achieving long term energy
independence; conservation will play an important role in meeting the energy needs of the near
future. The transportation sector of the economy in the United States is almost using 50% of the
total fuel consumed. Therefore the systems that convert currently wasted energy in automotive
vehicles to useful power are desired to reduce the near term transportation fuel requirements.
Heat recovery in the automobile engines has been overlooked area until recently due to the
complications and the loss in power to weight ratios that would be the inevitable result.
Cooling of Waste Heat Recovery (WHR) Engines using an organic working fluid is
achieved by Nucleate Boiling or Phase Change Cooling (PCC) in the cooling system, recovering
the waste heat released by the cooling system to atmosphere in the form of vapor which can be
further utilized to generate useful power. These engines operate at higher temperature and are
able to achieve reduced fuel consumption when compared to other engines. Some drawbacks
may be use of organic fluid as working fluid, addition of other components such as condenser,
and other components, the system should be sealed perfectly. The WHR can be considered for
various automotive applications. However the most attractive use in large heavy duty diesel
trucks and that usage improves if such trucks are engaged in long distance hauling. In this type
the engine load and speed requirements are nearly constant over a large portion of the operating
1

hours, and high mileages are accumulated. Thus the potential fuel savings are sufficient to justify
the added cost of the components.
To be an effective location for waste heat recovery, the source must not only generate
heat, but must also provide for a means of dissipating this heat to a lower temperature
environment. To effectively transfer this heat, a heat exchanger is generally required. For a heat
exchanger, the basic governing equation for this heat transfer. In a heat exchanger heat transfer
can be increased by increasing the overall heat transfer coefficient, the surface area of the heat
exchanger, or by increasing the temperature difference between the internal fluid and the heat
exchanger surroundings.
The engine block is one potential source of waste heat. However most of the heat
transferred into the engine block goes out with the coolant flows running through the block.
Though the engine block has sufficient surface area to dissipate heat, most of the heat is not
available at the surface for heat recovery, but if the coolant itself is used for the purpose of waste
heat recovery it may be possible to recover the heat.
Most of the waste heat from an automobile engine is lost through the engine cooling and
exhaust systems. In the cooling system the waste heat can be recovered by the working fluid,
which turns to steam and can be further used to generate power. In the exhaust system, the waste
heat can be recovered through an integrated heat exchanger and supplying the heat to the
generated steam to superheat it.
1.2

LABORATORY INVOLVED
The research presented in this thesis was performed in the Engines and Alternative Fuels

Research Laboratory (EAFRL) located with in the Mechanical Engineering Department at the
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP). Originally established to promote the use of alternative
fuels, the laboratory incorporates much of the equipment necessary for engine testing. These
pieces of equipment include Water Brake Engine Dynamometer, Chassis Dynamometer, cold
start test facility, continuous emissions monitoring equipment, a flow measurement bench, and
other tools available within the laboratory.
2

This laboratory under the direction of Dr. Myoungjin Kim provided necessary
infrastructure to perform the research presented here. The EAFRL is composed of three main
groups, the plasma research group which tests and measures the behavior of different gas species
under the discharge of high electric voltage, the thermal group which measures the temperature
and computes the heat transfer rates, and the engine testing group which measures the
performance of the prototype engines on a water-brake engine dynamometer. The EAFRL
occupies 2,500 sq. ft of floor space within the Mechanical and Industrial Engineering department
and is located in room 105-B of the engineering building. The laboratory comprises of potential
capabilities for comprehensive internal combustion engines research including twin-roll chassis
dynamometer and with 400 square feet of floor space dedicated to the workstations for four
student researchers.
The primary research objective of the EAFRL is to develop plasma treatment and
analyzing techniques based on the performance characteristics of the engines tested on
dynamometers. This laboratory also strives to develop experiments that can be incorporated into
the mechanical engineering curriculum. For this research, the EAFRL was sponsored by Mike
Taggett manager of Henry Work’s, to test the modified 4 Cylinder Diesel Engine for Phase
Change Cooling (PCC). The engine is tested on a water brake engine dynamometer at different
speed and load conditions.
Specifically, this work describes the functioning of the Diesel Engine with PCC through
temperature measurement on chassis dynamometer. Experiment has been performed on a 400
series 4 Cylinder Perkins Diesel Engine at different combinations of 3 different speeds and loads.
This was accomplished by applying predefined loads using the different manual option provided
on the console. The exhaust gases have been routed carefully outside of the laboratory to ensure
no temperature changes in the test cell.
1.3

RESEARCH MOTIVATION
In the endless quest for efficiency, heat recovery systems have been foreseen as a

possible solution for increasing the power output of an engine while maintaining adequate heat
3

transfer accomplished by a more elaborate cooling system. Due to the growing concern of the
emissions and efficiency of the engine the waste heat rejected to the atmosphere should be
harvested and converted to useful energy.
In the present research, as proposed the waste heat from cooling losses as well as exhaust
gasses is to be recovered. The scope of Waste Heat Recovery in the present system is very high
because of the combined usage of cooling losses as well as exhaust gasses. The experimental
data would facilitate better understanding and quick decision making for high probability of
success. The measurement of head temperature and coolant temperatures enable computation of
heat flux system based on various load and speed conditions. In the past it has been proved that if
the engine is operating at higher temperature the efficiency can be improved, the present system
executes at higher temperature. The test demonstrates that the engine is working efficiently and
appropriately with PCC incorporated with organic fluid as a working fluid. Appropriate working
fluid could be provided for safe operating environment under extreme conditions.
Results form this work will provide the design engineers with important heat transfer data
than can aid in the optimization of the present and future manufactured vehicles. The profitable
coordinator for this project is looking forward to obtain patents on the current Waste Heat
Recovery system.
1.4

SPECIFIC PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Engine Testing has taken place within the EAFRL, where most of the work presented in

this thesis can be performed using the developed engine. There are several objectives to this
thesis and are listed as follows:
•

Modify a Perkins 2.2L 400 Series 4 Cylinder Diesel Engine to allow for Phase Change
Cooling in the cooling system of the engine.

•

Drill 4 holes in the engine close to the cylinder heads for installing the thermocouples with
out disturbing the cooling system.

•

Select a proper working fluid for the WHR.
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•

To control engine test conditions, an engine test cell must be designed and assembled. The
engine test cell should provide sufficient space for working on the engine.

•

Design and development of the computer data acquisition and engine control systems
software.

•

Complete understanding of the operation of water brake engine dynamometer.

•

Testing will be conducted on the Dyno at different speeds and loads.
The data contained in this present work include temperature measurements at 6 locations

including the 4 different locations near the cylinder heads and working fluid outlet and inlet. This
temperature data provides a through insight of the temperature distribution in the engine head
near cylinder heads with different types of working fluids.
1.5

THESIS OUTLINE
The subsequent material presented in this thesis has been divided into the following

chapters. Chapter 2 provides a literature review for experimental and simulation techniques,
different cooling systems, and various waste heat recovery systems. Chapter 3 covers the
experimental setup and procedures, as well as the arrangement of the temperature measurement.
This also includes all of the designed apparatus implemented into the engine in order to achieve
Phase Change Cooling all components designed and developed to achieve such performance are
discussed. Chapter 4 discusses about the temperature profiles measured on the engine using
different cooling system with two kinds of cooling fluids. The calculations of the power output
by using the proposed system are also presented in this chapter. Finally, chapter 5 presents
conclusions and recommendations resulting from this research.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1

INTRODUCTION
The ensuing material presented in this Literature Review has been divided into the

following: Phase Change Cooling and Waste Heat Recovery (Co-Generation). This includes a
general understanding of Thermodynamics of Boiling Heat Transfer, Phase Change Cooling
Applications and an overall review of different type of cooling systems.
2.2

NUCLEATE BOILING COOLING
Boiling heat transfer is defined as a form of heat transfer that occurs with a change in

phase from liquid to vapor. Boiling, a type of phase transition defined as being the process of
addition of heat to a liquid in such a way that generation of vapor occurs.
There are two types of boiling:
1. Pool Boiling.
2. Flow Boiling.
Pool Boiling is the boiling on a heating surface submerged in a pool of initially quiescent
liquid. Flow Boiling is a boiling in a flowing stream of fluid, where the heating surface may be
the channel wall confining the flow. A boiling flow is composed of a mixture of liquid and
vapor; it is the type of two-phase flow. There is a very high heat transfer rate in boiling, so it has
been used to cool devices requiring high heat transfer rates, such as rocket motors and nuclear
reactors. Its applications in modern industry are so important that large amounts of research have
been devoted to understand its mechanism and behavior.
There are several boiling regimes in pool boiling and flow boiling. The difference lies in
the influence of flow effect. The buoyancy effect is significant in a pool boiling system; in the
flow boiling the floe forced convection is significant [L.S.Tong and Y.S.Tang]. The various
regimes of boiling in water at atmospheric pressure are shown in the Figure 2.1.

6

2.2.1

Natural Convection (Region I)
Natural convection is a type of heat transport in which the fluid motion is not generated

by any external source (like a pump, fan, suction device, etc.) but only by density differences in
the fluid occurring due to temperature gradients. In natural convection, fluid surrounding a heat
source receives heat, becomes less dense and rises. The surrounding, cooler fluid then moves to
replace it. This cooler fluid is then heated and the process continues, forming convection current.
The driving force for natural convection is buoyancy. Convection can be defined as vertical
circulation that results from differences in density ultimately brought about by differences in
temperature, and it involves the transfer of heat. In the region I water is heated by natural
convection. With the mechanism of phase natural convection, the heat transfer rate is
proportional to the temperature increase.
2.2.2

Nucleate Boiling (Partial and fully developed nucleate boiling Region II & III):
Once the bulk of the fluid has heated up to its saturation temperature, the boiling regime

enters saturated nucleate boiling and eventually two-phase forced convection. If the wall
temperature in the heat exchanger pipes rises above the saturation temperature while the bulk of
the heat exchanger liquid is sub cooled, nucleate boiling will take place. In this region liquid near
the wall is superheated and tends to evaporate, forming bubbles wherever there are nucleation
sites such as tiny pits on the surface. The bubbles transport the latent heat of the phase change
and also increase the convective heat transfer by agitating the liquid near the heating surface.
There are two sub regimes in nucleate boiling: local boiling and bulk boiling. Local boiling is
nucleate boiling in a sub cooled liquid, where the bubbles formed at the heating surface tend to
condense locally. Bulk boiling is nucleate boiling in a saturated liquid; in this case the bubbles
do not collapse. Critical Heat Flux: In the boiling curve shown the heat flux is maximum at point
C, this is referred to as Critical Heat Flux (CHF).
2.2.3

Transition Boiling (Region IV)
When the numbers of bubbles become too high at some high heat flux point C, the

outgoing bubbles may obstruct the path of the incoming liquid; the vapor thus forms an
7

insulating blanket covering the heating surface and thereby raises the surface temperature. This is
termed as boiling crisis, and the maximum heat flux just before this point is called as critical heat
flux. In the range after critical heat flux has been reached, boiling becomes unstable and the
phenomenon is named as partial film boiling or transitional boiling. Transition boiling may be
defined as the unstable boiling, which occurs at surface temperatures between the maximum
attainable in nucleate and the minimum attainable in film boiling.
2.2.4

Film Boiling (Region V)
After the transition boiling the final stage is the film boiling, in this type of boiling a

continuous layer covers the heating surface and keeps the liquid from contacting the heating
surface. The insulating effect of the vapor reduces the rate of heat transfer and the co-efficient of
heat transfer. As the temperature difference increases, the vapor film becomes thicker and
eventually reaches a maximum thickness some where near point D and then the co-efficient
slowly increases due to the effect of radiation and perhaps further convection effects within the
vapor film. However, as the temperature increases the film becomes smooth and stable but the
heat flux is less.

8

Figure 2.1: Boiling Curve indicating Heat Flux Change
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2.3

PREVIOUS STUDIES ON NUCLEATE BOILING
Nucleate boiling is characterized by the incipience and growth of bubbles on a heated

surface. The bubbles rise from discrete points on a surface, whose temperature is only slightly
above the liquids saturation temperature. In general, the number of nucleation sites on a surface
increase with an increasing surface temperature. An irregular boiling surface (i.e. increased
surface roughness) can create additional nucleation sites, while an exceptionally smooth surface,
such as glass, tends to reduce this number under the same surface temperature conditions or to
require more superheating of the surface for the same number of nucleation sites.
Hsu [1962] was the first to postulate the criteria for the boiling perception. For the
embryo to evolve into a bubble, the minimum temperature surrounded by the bubble should be at
least equal to the saturation temperature corresponding to the pressure inside the bubble.
Many investigators have reported the effects of surface finish on the boiling curve. As
early as 1931, Jakob and Fritz [1949] were investigating the effect of surface finish on the pool
boiling curve. They used both a sandblasted surface and surface with0.016 mm square machined
grooves spaced at 0.48 mm. Both of these surfaces showed improved boiling performance. Corty
and Foust [1953] obtained similar results with grit roughened surfaces.
A good review of this topic is provided by Webb [1981] Kurihari and Myers [1960]
worked with organic fluids boiling on roughened copper surfaces. They showed that boiling
performance was related to the density of active nucleation sites, and obtained a correlation for
nucleation site density. Berenson [1962] obtained a 600% increase when boiling pentane on a
lapped copper surface.
Bergles and Rohsenow [1964] stated that on commercial surfaces there will be a wide
range of cavity sizes present, thus supplying ample number of nucleation sites. Marto et al.
[1968] presented results showing the effects of surface roughness on the pool boiling heat
transfer with liquid nitrogen. Surfaces with just mirror-finish and with cavities of various sizes
drilled on the mirror-finish were tested. In general, the surfaces with the cavities exhibited a
better heat transfer performance over just the mirror finish surface. Mike and Rohsenow [1969]
10

were the first to relate active site density to sizes of cavities present on the surface and expressed
the functional dependence of nucleation site density. Rohsenow (1985) shows the changes in the
pool boiling curve with different surface finishes.
Gottzmann et al. [1979] conducted experiments with a High Flux copper sintered surface,
and observed significant improvement in its heat transfer performance over a plain tube. The
improvement was caused by the porous structure, which trapped more vapor-liquid interfaces
with large radii. This would require much less wall superheat for nucleation. Also, a porous
structure such as the High Flux surface would have a greater surface area. Wadekar [1996]
reported an order of magnitude increase in flow boiling heat transfer with a UOP High Flux tube.
Heat transfer also depends on the flow rate of the fluid in flow boiling. For the most part,
increases in coolant velocity give rise to increase in heat flux [N.A.F Campbell et al. 1999].
From the previous studies the relationship between the coolant flow rate and the variables such
as coolant temperature, wall temperature, heat transfer co-efficient and heat flux for the nucleate
boiling cooling system can be affirmed as follows: If there is a decrease in coolant flow rate, the
coolant temperature increases and wall temperature has no significant change. Heat transfer coefficient and heat flux increase in a partially developed nucleate boiling and beyond partially
developed stage i.e. fully developed nucleate boiling; heat flux tends to decrease, so the coolant
flow rate should be vigilantly regulated according to the circumstances. Work by Cipolla proves
that there is discontinuity in heat flux formed by the low flow rate of the coolant in the change
from forced convection to nucleation boiling regimes [Cipolla 1989]. The pending introduction
of controlled coolant flow rates in modern automotive cooling systems presents the opportunity
to exploit a heat transfer phenomenon known as Nucleate Boiling by Hartland et al. By allowing
this initial phase of boiling , reduced coolant flow rates are possible yielding a reduction in
cooling system losses and pumping effort [Hartland et al. 2004].
Nucleate Boiling is applied in the cooling of the engine and is discussed in detail about
the advantages and disadvantages of employing this type of cooling in automobile industry.
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2.4

NUCLEATE BOILING APPLICATION
Nucleate Boiling provides a means to obtain high heat flux with relatively low wall

superheat and is of key importance in a wide range of industrial applications including power
generation, chemical and petroleum production, air conditioning, refrigeration, etc. typically, the
forced convective nucleate boiling is encountered in heat exchangers during normal and nonnormal modes of operation in pressurized water or boiling water reactors which are used in
nuclear power plants. Nucleate boiling has been attractive design choice for spacecraft and
planetary thermal control analysis and various design concept of nucleate cooling for spacecraft
has been proposed and tested [Singh et al. 2007] Two-phase systems can offer significant
advantages in many space applications. One example is active thermal control, where up to an
80% savings in system power and 20% savings in mass can be realized [Ungar et al. 1998.
However, few research and application of nucleate boiling for engine cooling have been
reported.
A fundamental vehicle study for a new engine cooling system, the so called nucleate
boiling engine cooling system, has been introduced and tested by M. Pretscher et al in 1993
completely filled nucleate boiling cooling system; and 2) partially filled nucleate boiling
cooling system. Both types of circuits were sealed systems. They concluded the following: BY
using nucleate boiling cooling system, the heat of the cylinder head was dissipated while the
boiling process change of liquid phase to vapor at constant boiling temperature. The
considerable heat transfer coefficient during boiling in the engine and condensation in the
condenser allows a low liquid flow rate. Furthermore it is possible to get a uniform temperature
distribution in the cylinder head.
An experiment by Norris et al in 1989 was accomplished, which simulates operating
conditions in a diesel engine cylinder head which are favorable for initiation of nucleate boiling
is described. Measurements of temperatures in the head between the flame face and the coolant
passages indicated nucleate boiling may initiate within the valve bridge at a wall temperature of
approximately 393 K. In 1993 Hideyo Oomori proposed a system which is a combination of
12

Rankine bottoming cycle and evaporative engine cooling. Rankine bottoming system which
operates on waste heat of engine cooling has been developed to improve the fuel economy.
Evaporative engine cooling system is utilized to obtain high thermal efficiency and simplicity of
the Rankine bottoming cycle. The bottoming system uses HCFC123 as a working fluid, and
scroll expander as a power conversion unit.
Experimental and theoretical studies were carried out by Palier et al on the principal heat
exchanger, i.e., the vapor-condensor. Tests are conducted under controlled intake pressures and
temperatures, and sub-cooled outlet conditions. Concurrently, thermic visualization by infra-red
camera permits qualitative evaluation of vapor distribution within the condenser. Thermic
models based on exchange condensation theory permits comparisons between theoretical models
and experimental results. They concluded that expected gains in performance and spacerequirements due to the use of boiling engine liquid cooling systems. In 1997 Campbell et al
illustrated that precision cooling in the form of forced convection and nucleate boiling can be
used to greater effect than that of traditional precision cooling. Their work describes the
analytical and experimental precision cooling strategy that has been used to investigate nucleate
and transition boiling indicating diameter of the cooling passage plays an important role in heat
flux
A high-performance hybrid loop thermal bus technology for vehicle thermal management
is presented by Park et al in 2005. The technology combines the robust operation of pumped
two-phase flow cooling with the simplicity of capillary flow management. The test results show
the hybrid loop thermal bus can manage multiple high-heat flux heat sources during the startup
and transient heat input operation with no flow control.
For binary mixtures:
In the present research the engine is tested with a binary fluid, the research carried out in
the field is briefly discussed in the following:
Although ethylene-glycol/water mixtures have been used as engine coolants for over fifty
years, there is very little heat transfer data available in the open literature. In an automobile
13

cooling system, the working fluid is generally a mixture of water and either ethylene-glycol or
propylene glycol. The normal mixture concentration is 50/50 by volume. Finlay et al. [1987]
presented experimental results for an ethyleneglycol/ water mixture covering an operating range
appropriate to automotive engine cooling conditions. Most of the data were obtained under
constant pressure conditions using a copper test section. Some data were also obtained for other
test section materials including cast iron and aluminum, and for constant flow-rate operation.
These results showed reasonable agreement with analytical predictions based upon the Chen
correlation at low surface heat fluxes. However, at higher fluxes under subcooled boiling
conditions, the same model tended to under-predict the surface temperature. McAssey, Stinson,
and Gollin [1995] presented test results comparing propylene-glycol/water and ethyleneglycol/water mixtures for a range of conditions similar to those existing in normal engine
operation. These investigators concluded that the overall performances for both coolant mixtures
were very similar.
Considerable work is done by Chris et al. [2007] in deciding a proper working fluid for
such applications. The characteristics of candidate working fluid for the waste heat recovery
systems for the recovery of waste heat from heavy duty diesel truck engines was discussed in
their work, on the basis of thermodynamic theory. In the present research the working fluid is the
mixture of Trifluoroethanol and water.
2.5 WASTE HEAT RECOVERY
2.5.1

Waste Heat Recovery using Thermo electrics
As early as 1968, Embry and Tudor theoretically determined that a thermoelectric

generator powered by exhaust waste heat and built as an integral part of or immediately
following the exhaust manifold could meet the electrical demands of a medium sized automobile.
A more recent study of recovering waste heat from a combustion engine used for mobile
applications was reported by Bass et al. [1995]. An analysis of waste heat sources in a motor
vehicle from that study concluded that the exhaust system offered the most potential for TE
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based waste heat recovery. The tests indicated a maximum power of 1 KW from a Cummins
NTC engine [Bass et al. 1995]. In another work, Ikoma et al. [1998] developed a thermoelectric
generator for a gasoline engine vehicle that utilized the waste heat from the exhaust system.
Menchen et al. [1990] suggested the integration of thermoelectric modules into a muffler
assembly for a heavy duty diesel engine powered truck.
2.5.2 Waste Heat Recovery in Internal Combustion Engines
The previous work on waste heat recovery in internal combustion engines is avowed as
follows:
Diehl et al. [2001] explored the development of an exhaust heat recovery system for heating the
engine (at cold start) and the passenger cabin during cold weather. It consisted of an exhaust
heat exchanger with bypass system and back-pressure valves. The engine coolant system is
extended in order to allow the cooling fluid to be warmed up in the exhaust gas heat exchanger,
and then to pass through the passenger cabin. The experimental results showed that there is a
potential for heat recovery, but the backpressure can be detrimental to fuel consumption (up to
30% increase).Johnson [2002] gave general considerations of the different opportunities for
taking advantage of waste heat for cooling in vehicles. The systems considered are metal
hydride systems, absorptions cycles, zeolite systems and thermo-acoustics. Johnson indicates
that the absorption systems have a higher complexity than conventional AC systems, buy offer a
potential for higher efficiencies if high temperature waste heat is available. At the time of this
publication, previous work with these cycles had not been performed on a small scale, and issues
to be addressed included vehicle systems integration issues and safety. Atan [1998] proposed an
absorption air conditioning system using a mixture of water and lithium bromide as the working
fluid. Only numerical solutions were performed based on an overall energy balance. No
considerations of the effect on the fuel consumption were taken into account.
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Chapter 3: Experimental Setup and Procedure
3.1

INTRODUCTION
This section elaborately describes the experimental setup and techniques employed for

the automobile engine heat transfer characterization experiments. The experimental setup shown
in Figure 3-1 consists of main components including a research engine, temperature sensors,
water brake engine dynamometer, thermocouple wires, temperature module system, data
acquisition system, pressure gauge, level switch, separator, water circulatory system. The
ensuing sections provide specifications of the equipment and capabilities of these instruments.
The schematic diagram of engine dynamometer setup for nucleate boiling cooling testing is
shown below:

Valve

Pressure Gage
Level Switch
Water Reservior

Separator
Computer

K-type Thermocouple

Engine
Labview Temperature Module

Electric Water Pump

Exhaust System
Oneway Valve

Figure 3.1: The schematic diagram of engine dynamometer setup
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Figure 3.2: Experimental Setup
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3.2

RESEARCH ENGINE AND SPECIFICATIONS
The engine employed for the current test is a 400 series Perkins Diesel Engine. 400 Series

engines are used in material handling, agricultural, turf, construction machinery, or general
industrial equipment. The Engine was provided by Mike Taggett the profitable coordinator of the
project. The engine technical specifications and general data are given below:
3.2.1

Specifications
Cast iron engine block
Flywheel and flywheel housing
Fuel injection pump
Split element fuel filter
Glow plug starting aid
Inlet Manifold
Cast iron exhaust manifold – side outlet
Coolant pump belt driven
Starter motor 12 volt
Alternator 12 volt 65 amp
Coolant temperature switch
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3.2.2 General Data
Table 3.1: Engine Specifications.
Number of cylinders

4 in-line

Bore and stroke

84 x 100 mm

Displacement

2.2 liters

Aspiration

Turbocharged

Cycle

4 stroke

Combustion system

Indirect injection

Compression ratio

23:3:1

Rotation

Anti-clockwise viewed on flywheel

Cooling system

Liquid

Total lubrication capacity

10.6 liters

Total coolant capacity

3.6 liters
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Figure 3.3: Perkins Diesel Engine

Figure 3.4: Top View of Engine showing Coolant Outlet Ports
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3.3

ENGINE FRAME:
The engine should be mounted on a rigid frame, which can support the vertical load of

the engine. The Engine mounted on a frame is shown in the figure. The engine is rested on 4
rigid bars and the frame is mounted on four wheels which make the movement of the whole
setup easy. The frame is built so that there are no vibrations when the engine is running. The
frame is built in such a way that the engine is directly coupled to the dynamometer.

Figure 3.5: Engine setup on a Rigid Frame.
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3.4

SUPERFLOW SF 901(ENGINE DYNAMOMETER)
The SF 901 is an engine dynamometer test system used to conduct tests on the engine.

The dynamometer used is a water brake style dynamometer. It measures or calculates 43 engine
performance characteristics. Outputs currently available from the dynamometer are RPM, torque,
and airflow. The dynamometer has the ability to output fuel flow and various temperatures and
pressures; however for the scope of our testing only RPM, torque will be taken from the
dynamometer.
3.4.1 Working of Water Brake Dynamometer
In the Power Test water brake dynamometer, water flow proportional to desired applied
load is used to create resistance to the engine or motor. A controlled flow of water through the
inlet manifold is directed at the center of the rotor in each absorption section. This water is then
expelled towards the outside of the dynamometer body by centrifugal force. As it is directed
outward, the water is accelerated into pockets on the stationary stator plates where it is
decelerated. The continual acceleration and deceleration causes the applied load to the input
device. Through this transfer of energy, the water is heated and is discharged.

Figure 3.6: Working of Dynamometer
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3.4.2

Components of the Dynamometer

Engine stand: The stand provides the mount for the engine and the power absorber. The fuel
system and the cooling tower are the part of the stand.
Power Absorber: The standard power absorption unit provides the ability to handle torque of up
to 1000 lb-ft and can operate up to 10,000 rpm. It provides the ability to measure up to 1000 hp.
Fuel System: It consists of a filter, pump, accumulator, flow sensors, pressure gauges and
regulators to provide two measured, pumped and regulated fuel outlets.
Engine Cooling Tower: The engine cooling tower replaces the radiator for water cooled engines.
Air flow sensors: 3 air flow sensors are provided with SF901.
Control Console: the control console displays and records data from the sensors on the engine
stand.
3.4.3 Specifications
Table 3.2: Dynamometer Specifications.
Tachometer

Digital: 0-22000 rpm (1/min) *1

Torque

Digital: 0-1,000 lb-ft (1350 N-m)*.1

Fuel flow

Digital: 0-800 lb/hr, (0-50 g/s)

Air flow

Digital: 0-1200 scfm, (0-600g/s)

Exhaust Temp

Digital: 0-2000F

Pressure

Oil: 0-200 psi*.1

Power Requirement

80 VA, 105-130, or 207-260 VAC, 47-63 cycles.

A room called as test cell with lighting, cooling water, ventilation and fire control should
be constructed to install the SF 901 engine dynamometer. Test cell is primarily for controlling
the test conditions around the engine, sound isolation, and for the operator convenience. The test
cell should be large enough to install, remove and work on the engine. The operator console
should be located outside the cell and should never be perpendicular to the engine.
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3.4.4

Engine Dynamometer
The engine dynamometer stand is equipped with all the components which are mentioned

above. The dynamometer is shown in the figure below. The SF-901 engine stand rolls easily on
large casters. It has a built-in oil drip pan and dual battery mounting rack.

Figure 3.7: Dynamometer
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3.4.5

Fuel System
It consists of filter, pump, accumulator, flow sensor(s), pressure gauges and regulators to

provide two measured, pumped and regulated fuel outlets. Two channels of fuel flow
measurement are available on the SF-901 so you can check flow through two carburetors, two
halves of four barrel fuel injection systems with bypass pumps.

Figure 3.8: Fuel Pump
Fuel Turbines work by sending a beam of infrared light through the turbine lens which is
then read by the optical sensor on the opposite side of the turbine. A small propeller interrupts
the beam of light when fluid passes through the turbine and spins the propeller. The system sees
those broken light beams as pulses and computes the amount of fuel that passes through the
device by counting the number of pulses per second.

Figure 3.9: Fuel Measurement System
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3.4.6

Dynamometer Console
Because we have our engine in an isolated area, we can make changes to the engine, and

immediately review the results using the dynamometer console which can be seen in the figure
included. Today, the SF-901 can be used in conjunction with a computer and can provide real
time graphs of power and torque and other variables. The SF-901 can monitor over 80 Channel
Descriptions, i.e. engine torque, engine power in horsepower, brake specific fuel consumption,
volumetric efficiency, and all kinds of pressure and temperature measurements. The speed, load
and many other things on the engine can be controlled using the console with out going into the
test cell.

Figure 3.10: Dynamometer Console
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3.4.7

Water Cooling Circuit
A water cooling system acts as a heat sink in the actual experimental setup. The heat

generated by the load unit connected to the chassis dynamometer during the operation of the
research vehicle at different loads is carried out by the continuous circulation of water. The water
circulatory system comprises of a water tank, water pump, and PVC tubes. A motor continuously
pumps the water from a water tank to the load unit through PVC tubes. Water exiting the chassis
dynamometer load unit dissipates the heat generated during vehicle operation to the water tank.
The schematic diagram of the water circulatory system is shown in Figure.

Figure 3.11: Water Cooling System for the Dynamometer.
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3.4.8

Power Transfer (Engine to Dyno)
The Superflow dynamometer is setup for a direct bolt-on i.e. the spline that can be clearly

seen in the figure (). This spline is directly coupled to the engine power outlet that is to the
flywheel. A connection needed to be made between the splined input shaft of the dynamometer
and the flywheel of the engine. From a previous dynamometer adaptation, the female splined
shaft was built in the work shop of UTEP with a four bolt flange on the opposite end. This shaft
simplified the design and cost of mating the engine and dynamometer. Basically all that was
needed to drive the dynamometer was an adapter plate between the flywheel of the engine and
the four bolt flange. The assembled adapter plate and shaft can be seen in the fig (). This adaptor
plate holds the engine and the dynamometer plate together aligning the Dyno spline into the
female splined shaft according to the vibrations in the engine while the engine is being tested.
The Adaptor plate acts as bell housing. The adaptor plate removes the moment from the
dynamometer, which allows the dynamometer to be able to measure the torque produced. The
engine turns a shaft that is rigidly connected to the dynamometer; if the shaft broke the shrapnel
could be very dangerous, the adaptor plate protects from the shrapnel acting as a safety shield.

Figure 3.12: Input Shaft
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3.5

FUEL TANK
The figure shown below explains about the fuel supply to the Engine. The fuel tank has a

capacity of 5 gallons. The fuel tank is located at a height of 6 feet above the ground so that the
supply of fuel will take due to gravity and no exterior fuel pump is required to pump the fuel. It
has two pipes, one of which is the fuel supply to the engine and the one which is located on the
top carries excessive fuel which is not utilized by the engine and brings the fuel back to the tank
for reuse.

Figure 3.13: Fuel Tank
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3.6

CHAMBER TO COLLECT TWO PHASE WORKING FLUID
Phase-Change cooling system requires the release of high temperature steam and working

fluid entailing a collecting reservoir where both substances can be differentiated. This blue basin
is referred to as a Header Tank, found at the top left corner of Figure 4. It is directly connected
into the water jacket of the diesel engine where four outer pipes collect the mixture of the
working fluid and the vapor exasperated. There is a manually operated valve connected to the
pipe from the header tank where the pressure inside can be maintained at desired psi, allowing
direct control to magnitude of electrical output which in theory can be used to produce more
power. The Header tank has two exits for the both substances, the working fluid and the steam
outlets. The vapor liquefies by passing through the condenser and collecting into a basin as
reusable coolant, while the working fluid outlet is reconnected into the engine.

Figure 3.14: Chamber to Collect Working Fluid
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3.7

PRESSURE GAUGE
The pressure gauge shown in the fig is used to measure the pressure inside the chamber.

The pressure can be regulated in the chamber by adjusting the valve manually. The valve is
shown in the figure 3.15.
3.8

LEVEL SWITCH
The level switch measures the liquid level in the separator and once the liquid water level

is below a pre-defined set position, the level switch turns on and operates electric motor to pump
up the required water from the reservoir. The level switch and indicator are shown in the figure
3.15.
3.9

HIGH PRESSURE TUBE
The tube shown can handle temperature up to 1000 Deg C and a pressure up to 200 psi.

Figure 3.15: Different Components Used
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3.10

POWER SUPPLY TO THE ENGINE
The battery used to start the engine is 12 volt Lead acid battery. There is no setup to

recharge the battery so the battery is recharged by an external charger. The battery used is shown
in the below figure.

Figure 3.16: Power Supply
3.11

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
The temperature measurement system for the present experimental study consists of K-

type temperature sensors, temperature module, thermocouple conductors, and SCXI chassis. The
research Engine was installed with 6 K-type thermocouple temperature sensors on the cylinder
head and at the cooling fluid inlet and outlet for the comprehensive temperature measurement at
various operating conditions.
The sensors were installed at the points where the maximum temperature of the system
can be obtained i.e. near the cylinder heads. Four sensors were installed in the cylinder head near
the cylinder heads. Four holes were drilled accurately just above the cylinder heads. The holes
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are just big enough to install the sensors. The sensors were incorporated, and with the help of
quick weld they are properly secured within the holes. The other two sensors are properly fixed
at the cooling fluid inlet and outlet with the help of the setup provided on the engine. The
temperature sensors with the details of position, corresponding numbering, channel name, and,
resolution are listed in the Table. K type thermocouple conductors of appropriate length were
used to connect the temperature sensors and the temperature module chassis. Interface software,
LabVIEW code was programmed for the temperature data acquisition and storage of 6 channels
to a computer. The temperature measurement apparatus of the experimental setup is shown in the
Figure.

Figure 3.17: SCXI Chassis
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Figure 3.18: Thermocouples on the Engine
3.12

TEMPERATURE MODULE
A temperature module was used to correlate the voltage difference created in the

thermocouple sensor to the temperature measurement in degree Celsius. For the current
application, National Instruments (NI) SCXI-1112 8-channel direct-connect thermocouple
amplifier module was used for high accuracy temperature measurements using a K type
thermocouple. The SCXI-1112 has eight differential analog input channels and eight cold
junction sensor channels. Each input channel includes an instrumentation amplifier, a 2 Hz low
pass filter, and a thermistor for cold-junction compensation. Six SCXI 1112 temperature modules
were housed in two 4-slot AC-powered SCXI 1000 chassis. The chassis is connected to the data
acquisition board (DAQ) housed in the computer through a NI (SHC68-68 EPM) shielded
multifunction cable for computer based and automated temperature measurements. LabVIEW
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interface software retrieves the data from DAQ and displays in a customized form. SCXI chassis
with temperature module and DAQ is shown in the Figure.
3.12.1 Specifications
This appendix lists the specifications for the SCXI-1112 modules. These specifications
are typical at 25 °C unless otherwise noted.
Analog Input
Input Characteristics
Number of channels ............................... 8 differential
Input signal ranges ................................. ±100 mV
Max working voltage
(Signal + common mode)....................... Each input should remain within ±10 V of
CGND
Input damage level ................................. ±42 VAC peak or VDC
Inputs protected............................... CH<0...7>
Dynamic Characteristics
Bandwidth...............................................2 Hz
Scan interval (per channel, any gain)
0.012%.............................................3 µs
0.0061%...........................................10 µs
System noise (referenced to input) ........5 µVrms
Cold-junction sensor accuracy................1.0 °C
Stability
Recommended warm-up time ................ 20 min.
Offset temperature coefficient ............... 1 µV/°C
Gain temperature coefficient.................. 10 ppm/°C
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Power Requirements
5 V supply...............................................15 mA max
±15 V supply (regulated from ±24 V supply) ................................150 mA max

Figure3.19: SCXI 1000 chassis with SCXI 1112 module and DAQ as indicated
3.13

THERMOCOUPLE
A thermocouple is a sensor for measuring temperature. It consists of two dissimilar

metals, joined together at one end. When the junction of the two metals is heated or cooled a
voltage is produced known as the thermoelectric effect or Seebeck effect that can be correlated
back to the temperature. A thermocouple is available in different combinations of metals or
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calibrations. The four most common calibrations are J, K, T and E. There are high temperature
calibrations R, S, C and GB. Each calibration has a different temperature range and environment.
The thermocouples used in measuring the temperature during the engine test are the K
type of thermocouples. K type thermocouples are made of Chromel and Alumel. It is the most
commonly used general purpose thermocouple and it is inexpensive which is available in a wide
variety of probes. They are available in the −200 °C to +1200 °C range. The characteristic of the
thermocouple undergoes a step change when a magnetic material reaches its curie point. This
occurs for this thermocouple at 354°C, but the temperature measured was below 300 °C.

Table 3.3: Technical specifications of the Temperature Thermocouple Sensor

Calibration

K-type

Connector type

Molded on mini plug

Sheath diameter

0.125 inch

Probe length

3 inch

Junction type

Grounded

Sheath material

Inconel
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Figure 3.20: K-type Thermocouple sensor

3.14

COMPENSATING CABLES AND CONNECTORS
The wire which comes with the thermocouple is not long enough to reach the temperature

module, so a compensating wire is needed. Compensating or extension grade wires are used to
extend a thermocouple signal from a sensor back to the instrument reading the signal. In the
present experimental setup, K-type thermocouple extension grade wires (Model no:GG-K-24SLE, Omega Engineering Inc) were used to extend the signal from the thermocouple sensor to
the NI SCXI 1112 temperature module housed in the NI SCXI 1000chassis. Extension wires of
suitable length were chosen from the coil and the connectors were attached on both the ends as
shown in the Figure. These extension wires are plugged to the temperature sensors instrumented
onto the research engine.
Miniature connectors (NMP-K-M, Omega Engineering Inc) shown in the Figure are
attached to the thermocouple sensors and compensating cables for the ease of handling and
reduction of noise.
The technical specifications of the compensating thermocouple wire are shown in the Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Technical Specifications of the Compensating Thermocouple Wire
Calibration:

K-type

Material:

Chromium (yellow (+))
Aluminum (red (-))

Diameter:

24 AWG

Temperature range:

200-1250 deg C

% Error :

2.2 deg C

Figure 3.21: Compensating Cables

Figure 3.22: Connectors
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3.15

SOFTWARE USED
Data acquisition, displaying, formatting, and post-processing are carried out using

computer software. Two software packages were used for these purposes, including the
Measurement and Automation Explorer, and LabVIEW. The following describe the software
utilities.

Figure 3.23: Schematic Diagram of the System.
3.15.1 NI Measurement and Automation Explorer
Measurement & Automation Explorer (MAX) provides access to the National
Instruments (NI) products. The Measurement and Automation Explorer (MAX) is a quick and
easy way to access the cards as well as to ensure that you have the desired connections. All the
cards connected to the system will show up under the “Devices and Interfaces” heading of the
“Configuration” window. Most of the devices will show up either under “Traditional NI-DAQ
Devices” or “NI-DAQmx Devices.
The MAX is packaged and installed with the two National Instruments NI DAQ data
acquisition boards in the personal computer. The main capabilities of MAX are mentioned
subsequently, which is firstly to configure resources and other device specific settings for
measurement devices in the system and secondly, to test the resources and the functionality of
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measurement devices in the system. For the present application, National Instruments DAQ and
SCXI products are configured with MAX. MAX informs other programs about which products
involved in the system and how they are configured.

Figure 3.24: The Measurement and Automation Explorer software, with DAQ configured
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3.15.2 LabVIEW
Virtual instrumentation combines hardware and software with industry-standard
computer technologies to create user-defined instrumentation solutions. National Instruments
specializes in developing plug-in and distributed hardware and driver software for data
acquisition (DAQ), IEEE 488 (GPIB), PXI, serial, and industrial communications. The driver
software is the application programming interface to the hardware and is consistent across
National Instruments application software, such as
LabVIEW, Lab Windows™/CVI™.
National Instruments LabVIEW version 7.1 is used to provide flexibility in data
collection and processing (LabVIEW Tutorial Reference). LabVIEW is a graphical programming
language that uses icons instead of lines of text to create applications. In contrast to text-based
programming languages, where instructions determine program execution, LabVIEW uses
dataflow programming, where the flow of data determines execution. LabVIEW programs are
called virtual instruments (VI s), as their appearance and operation imitate physical instruments.
Every VI uses functions that manipulate input from the user interface or other sources and
display and save the information to a computer.
A VI contains the following three components:
• Front panel—Serves as the user interface.
• Block diagram—contains the graphical source code that defines the functionality of the
VI.
• Icon and connector pane—identifies the VI so that you can use the VI in another VI. A
VI within another VI is called a subVI. A subVI corresponds to a subroutine in text-based
programming languages.
In some ways, the block diagram resembles a flowchart. As LabVIEWTM allows for
quick modification to accommodate any specific goals for a certain experiment, many variations
of programs have been written for use in the experiments. The steps involved in LabVIEW
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programming for the temperature measurement of the research system are described
subsequently.
The intention is to write a program to acquire, display and save the data for 6 temperature
sensors. You build the front panel with controls and indicators, which are the interactive input
and output terminals of the VI, respectively. Controls are knobs, push buttons, dials, and other
input devices. Indicators are graphs, LEDs, and other displays. Controls simulate instrument
input devices and supply data to the block diagram of the VI. Indicators simulate instrument
output devices and display data the block diagram acquires or generates. After you build the
front panel, you add code using graphical representations of functions to control the front panel
objects. The block diagram contains this graphical source code. Front panel objects appear as
terminals on the block diagram. The data of the 6 channels from the corresponding two DAQ VIs
was written to the .lvm file compatible of Microsoft excel software. The program and block
diagram are shown in Figure3.25 and 3.26.
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Figure 3.25: Front Panel
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Figure 3.26: Block Diagram of LabVIEW Program
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3.16

WORKING FLUID
Performance of the system is critically dependent on the chemical and thermodynamic

properties of the working fluid. The efficiency of the engine varies considerably with
thermodynamic properties of the working fluid. For example, the work due to expansion is
determined by the working fluid enthalpy across the turbine for the Turbine Rankine Engine, and
by the working fluid internal energy across the expander for the reciprocating Rankine Engine;
the thermodynamic state at the end of the expansion influences the condenser size: the boiling
point, critical temperature and latent heat govern the effectiveness of the condenser as well as the
evaporator.
In selecting the working fluid for a Waste heat recovery system following factors should
be taken into consideration:
• A fundamental requirement of coolant combination is that, in liquid phase, they must
have a margin of miscibility within the operating temperature range of the cycle.
• The elevation of boiling (the difference in boiling point between the original coolant
and the mixture at the same pressure) should be as large as possible.
• Coolant should have high heat of vaporization.
• Transport properties that influence heat and mass transfer, e.g., viscosity, thermal
conductivity, and diffusion coefficient should be favorable.
• The working fluid should have a minimum concern for the public safety in case it leaks
out of the system. This requires that the working fluid be thermo chemically stable at the
maximum operation temperature because some decomposed radicals from the working fluid
could be harmful though the working fluid itself is environmentally benign.
• The working fluid should have a minimum concern for the environmental impact. CFC
and HCFC are not suitable as working fluids in the present system because they are not
environmental friendly.
• The cost of the working fluid should be taken into consideration. It should be
reasonable.
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• The evaporation temperature should not exceed .85Tc because beyond this temperature
the improvement inefficiency is limited.
• The maximum temperature for the superheated vapor in any form should be less than
the thermal stability of the working fluid.
• The condensation temperature should be as low as possible if the required force for
condensation heat transfer is satisfied for a given condenser size.
The organic fluids can be classified into 3 types they can be listed as follows:
Wet fluids, Dry fluids, Isentropic fluids.
They are classified on the basis of the slope obtained from temperature-entropy diagram.
Inorganic fluids such as water, ammonia, CO2, etc… are considered to be as wet fluids.
Wet fluids have a negative slope for the saturated vapor line; thus the end of the expansion ends
in the two-phase region. Organic fluids are mainly dry or isentropic fluids, except for some fluids
such as methane, ethane etc… Examples of the dry fluids are R113 and R245fa, these fluids have
positive slope for the saturated vapor line. The expansion process for these fluids ends in the
superheated vapor region. R11, R12 and R134a are the examples of the isentropic fluids and the
slope of the saturated vapor line is almost vertical. In an isentropic expansion the working fluid
essentially remains as the saturated vapor.

Figure 3.27: T-S Diagram: Fluid Types (a) Wet; (b) Dry; (c) Isentropic.
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The fluids with high wetness i.e. wet fluids are not suitable as working fluid for the
present system due to the following reason: high degree superheating and reheating as in the
power generating system may not be possible due to lower temperatures of the waste heat,
condensate forms in the later stage of expansion process, the liquid drops may cause damage to
the turbine blades with high speeds. The suitable working fluids may be isentropic, slightly dry
or slightly wet fluids are particular interest for the present system. An ideal working fluid should
be determined on the basis of the temperature range for the waste heat recovery system.
Working fluid should be a mixture of a dry fluid and a wet fluid then it will have the
combined characteristics of both the components. The figure shows the behavior of the mixture
on a t-s diagram which is formed by a dry and a wet fluid. A binary mixture behaves similarly as
that of the pure working fluid outside the two phase region.

Figure 3.28: T-S diagram for the mixture
[Reference from the Properties of Trifluoroethanol] Many working fluids are suggested
in literature the most common working fluid is Trifluoroethanol and water. Trifluoroethanol is
completely miscible with water. Due to a unique combination of physical and thermodynamic
properties, mixtures of TFE and water can be used as working fluids for Rankine cycle heat
engines. The thermal efficiency of a cycle using Fluorinols is substantially higher than the
equivalent steam cycle at typical waste heat temperatures. Fluorinols also have desirable turbine
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expansion characteristics. Other properties of Fluorinols that make them good working fluids are
thermal stability, low freezing point, no fire point and compatibility with common metals,
Elastomers and lubricants.
Binary mixture fluids behave different in compositions for the liquid and vapor phases in
the two phase region. There is an exception where these compositions become identical
[reference 13]. Azoetrope is defined as the binary mixture whose equilibrium vapor phase has
the composition as that of the liquid phase. At this composition the binary mixture boils at
constant pressure and temperature just like a pure liquid.
The boiling point at the azeotropic composition is lower than that of the lower boiling
component, for a positive azeotropic binary mixture. For a negative azeotropic binary mixture
the boiling point at the azeotropic composition is higher than that of the higher boiling
component. Trifluoroethanol (TFE) and its aqueous solutions are being used as working fluids
for many years due to their high decomposition temperature. TFE and water (Fluorinol) form an
azeotropic binary mixture at the composition with 80-mol% TFE and 20-mol% water. At other
compositions, Fluorinol acts as zeotrope. The binary mixture at the above mentioned
composition is chosen to be an ideal working fluid for the present system.
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Results
4.1

INTRODUCTION
The research engine (4 cylinder 2.2 liter Perkins Diesel Engine) was run on water brake

engine dynamometer at speeds ranging from 1500 RPM to 2000 RPM. Predefined load has been
applied with an aid of water brake engine dynamometer connected to the engine outlet shaft.
Temperature data of the engine cylinder head at 4 locations, and working fluid inlet and outlet
temperature are acquired using LabVIEWTM 7.1 version interface software at steady state
equilibrated conditions. The temperature of the cylinder head with the normal cooling system
and phase change cooling system is compared. The amount of working fluid converted to vapor
is also measured in a particular interval of time; this is termed as mass flow rate. With the
combination of temperature, mass flow rate and other data the power that can be generated is
roughly calculated.
4.2

WORKING
Working fluid Trifluoroethanol and water is pumped into the system by a pump which

entails an automatic switch to terminate when the engine is full. There is a level switch also
installed to automatically turn on and off once the desired level of the working fluid is reached in
the system. There is a gravitational driven force to the fuel tank above the engine which supplies
the fuel without the need of a pump. Once the engine is started it is allowed to run until the
working fluid reaches a desirable viscosity and temperature. Connecting the engine to a SF-901
dynamometer, torque is then applied at different speeds. The fluid in the engine starts to boil,
changing the physiological phase from liquid to steam. A large amount of heat is absorbed
during this phase change. Using the latent heat absorption of the phase change, the cooling of
the engine is achieved.
The vapor and liquid thus formed are collected in the Header tank, are then separated
forcing the pressure in the system to increase from 0 psi to 10 psi and 30 psi using the valve. At
this pressure the vapor is allowed to escape from tank where the liquid is collected at the bottom
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then allowed to go into the engine through the outlet present at the bottom of the basin. Thus the
liquid is circulated in the system and the vapor is allowed to pass through the condenser where it
is liquefied and collected.
However, in the actual system the vapor is allowed to pass through the heat exchanger
which is installed to the exhaust system where by transforming the exhaust heat to super heat the
vapor, thus using the exhaust heat recovering the waste heat. This super heated vapor is then
passed through the expander-generator to produce electricity and this expanded vapor is passed
through the condenser and the fluid is condensed and is pumped into the engine making the
system sealed and closed system.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE:

4.3

Assessments are being done on a diesel engine at different speeds with different loads,
primarily for the temperature analysis of the cylinder head, inlet, and outlet of the cooling liquid
vs. the normal cooling system made utilizing water as a coolant. Prior to testing, the oil level,
fuel, and other necessary qualifications are checked before initiating the engine. It is then
allowed to warming up for 15 minutes in order for the cooling liquid to reach its desirable
criteria.

First, it is tested at 1500 rpm and 45 lb-ft torque which are adjusted with the

dynamometer and monitored in LabVIEW where specific setting are supervised until steady state
temperatures are reached and recorded. Same procedure is repeated for the particular speeds of
1750, 2000 at 45 lb-ft and 90 lb-ft.
Once the new cooling system is installed the exact same procedure is followed for
continuity purposes using the same speeds and loads. Water is used as the cooling liquid for the
running engine until steady state is obtained and readings are taken. Next, Test 3 is done
utilizing the same conditions with water as cooling liquid. However, this time a pressure of 10
psi is made to develop in the Header tank by adjusting the valve. The readings are taken in the
same way as done before. There after, Test 4 is constructed with 15% Trifluoroethanol (TFE)
with 85% H2O, (percentage is relative to the weight of each liquid). This is done at two different
pressures, 10 psi and 20 psi. Next, Test 5 utilizes 80% TFE and 20% H2O with a pressure of 30
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psi. Finally, Test 6 is observed with H2O as the coolant at 10 psi in order to calculate the amount
of H2O utilized to generate steam. The engine is made to run for 20 minutes after steady state is
obtained, readings are then recorded.
4.4

TEMPERATURE PROFILES
Temperature is obtained at various speeds and loads. The temperature is evaluated at the

similar speed and loading conditions, yet different sensors and test conditions are conserved.
Sensor 1 through sensor 4 gives the temperature of the cylinder head and the temperature of the
coolant out and in to the engine can be recorded by other two thermocouples.
The temperature data for the research engine at 4 different locations in the engine head
and working fluid is monitored and acquired with the speeds 1500, 1750 and 2000 rpm. The
research engine was run on water brake engine dynamometer with two different loads i.e. 45 lbft and 90 lb-ft torque. Prior to acquiring the temperature data the vehicle was warmed up for 20
minutes. For the normal cooling system radiator is used for cooling purpose. All the temperature
data has been acquired with same surroundings. At each respective speed, the vehicle was run for
20min to enable the system to reach steady state conditions. Attainment of steady state
conditions is confirmed with visual inspection of the temperature monitoring window. The
temperature data has been acquired at a rate of 1 sample per second. The following graphs depict
the comparison of the temperature change in the cylinder head starting at sensor 1 through 4,
working fluid outlet and inlet, when different working fluids at different operating conditions are
used.
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Temperature at 1500 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.1: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 1500 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Comparsion of Temperature at 1500 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.2: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 1500 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Comparsion of Temperature at 1750 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.3: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 1750 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Comparsion of Temperature at 1750 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.4: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 1750 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Comparsion of Temperature at 2000 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.5: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 2000 RPM and 40 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Comparsion of Temperature at 2000 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft Torque
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Figure 4.6: Temperature Profiles of Engine Head and working Fluid at 2000 RPM and 85 Lb-Ft
with different working fluids at different operating conditions.
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Note: Temperatures of the new cooling system are higher than the normal cooling system at all
conditions.
From the above graphs it can be stated that enhanced cooling can be obtained by nucleate
boiling with water at 0 PSI. The temperature difference in the head temperature for normal
cooling and nucleate boiling cooling is negative in some cases and almost same in remaining
cases clearly indicating nucleate boiling can be used as an alternative to regular cooling system.
It can be observed that there is approximately 10oC difference in engine block
temperature, when compared between normal cooling and phase change cooling with 20% water
and 80% TFE generating steam at 30 PSI where on the other hand there is 17oC when 85% water
and 15 %TFE is used at even lower PSI which is 20 PSI. Indicating the appropriate coolant for
the system will be 20% water and 80% TFE.
Figure 4.7 presents the cooling water temperatures at inlet and exit of cooling path. Under
single phase cooling mode, ∆T of coolant is around 10°C. However, as two phase cooling starts,
the temperature difference becomes less than 1°C. That is, under two phase cooling conditions,
the coolant temperature is almost constant and temperature distributions of the cylinder head are
uniform and undergo less thermal stress. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 represent the measured cylinder
head temperatures at 1500 and 2000 rpm’s. Solid lines represent middle loads and dotted lines
are for high loads. In all tested conditions, single phase cooling showed higher variations of the
metal temperature than that of the two phase cooling. At 1500 rpm and middle load condition,
metal temperature of single phase cooling is lower than that of two phase cooling at the same
condition. However, as the load becomes high, the metal temperature of single phase cooling is
higher than that of two phase cooling at the atmospheric pressure. This means that at higher
engine load, nucleate boiling becomes more violent and heat transfer rate is higher than that of
single phase cooling. However, as we increase the saturate vapor pressure two phase cooling
higher than the atmospheric pressure, the metal temperature of two phase cooling becomes
higher than that of single phase cooling due to the high saturated water temperature. The
temperature variation of cylinder heat at 2000 rpm show the characteristics of the phase change
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cooling at 1500 rpm. At high load, high speed, and higher pressure of two phase cooling, the
maximum metal temperature approached to almost 145°C.

1500 rpm/ 40 ftlb

120
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110
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Two Phase Cooling, 0 psi
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Single Phase Cooling

70

60
Water Inlet

Water Outlet

Figure 4.7: Water Temperatures at Different Cooling Conditions
In this experiment, since the coolant was circulated by mechanical water pump,
the mass flow and heat transfer rate are dependent on the engine speed and cooling methods.
Thus, metal temperatures have been changed as the engine speed and cooling method are
changing. In the four operating conditions, two phase cooling showed better potential for an
engine cooling method than the conventional single phase cooling method. Water and metal
temperatures under two phase cooling condition are more uniform and stable than those of single
phase cooling. Since the metal and water temperature is uniform and stable, it is possible to
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control the coolant temperature higher than that of single phase cooling. The higher coolant
temperature means less cooling loss and better fuel economy. However, as the saturated pressure
of the coolant is increased, the coolant and metal temperatures under two phase cooling are also
going up. When using the water for two phase cooling, the pressure of the coolant is limited by
the metal temperature of the cylinder head. In particular, for gasoline engine, higher metal
temperature means better chance of knocking. Thus, because of the high saturation temperature
of the water, it is hard to use water as a two phase coolant for generating high pressure vapor.
For this issue, we tested Trifluoroethanol as an alternative coolant for the water. As TFE mixes
with the water, the metal temperature is going down lower than that of pure cooling water.
Therefore, when two phase cooling is used to generate power using exhaust heat recovery as
shown in Figure 4.11, pure TFE or TFE mixture with the water is better than pure water to
generate the power via running mini-turbine.
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gure 4.8: Metal temperatures at 1500 rpm and different cooling conditions
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Figure 4.9: Metal temperature at 2000 rpm and different cooling conditions
Figure 4.10 shows the measured metal temperature using mixture of water and
Trifluoroethanol under different vapor pressures. The data in Figure 4.10 was measured at two
different speeds and 85 ft-lb torque.
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Figure 4.10: Metal temperature using water and TriFluoroEthanol mixture
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4.5

WASTE HEAT GENERATION SYSTEM:
The experimental results of this research show that two phase cooling system is efficient

for engine cooling and generating the steam. Although the proposed waste heat regeneration
system in Figure 1 has not been tested in this study, we may calculate the power generated from
the system proposed in Figure 1. The amount of the steam generated in the experiment may be
calculated from consumed water during the experiment. The amount of water evaporated during
the experiment was measured for 20 minutes and shown in Table 4.1. For the calculation of net
power output of the proposed system using the measured in this research, the efficiency of
turbine in Figure 1 was set to 40%.
Table 4.1: The amount of water consumed for 20 minutes
Gallons of H2O used

Speed(RPM)

Torque (Lb-Ft)

1

1500

40

2. 27

1500

85

1.72

2000

40

3.3

2000

85

In order to calculate the power from the heat exchanger, the exhaust gas was assumed to
be ideal gas and the temperature difference of exhaust gases in the heat exchanger was set to
50°C. If the temperature difference increases, then higher power from exhaust gases can be used
for superheating the saturated steam. However, as the temperature decreases, the exhaust
temperature at the exit of heat exchanger decreases, which may cause a problem to the efficiency
of after treatment system. The possible power output via waste heat recovery system shown in
Figure 4.11. This power output is available in addition to the power output of the engine.
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Power Generated with 80%TFE and 20% Water as Working Fluid
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Figure 4.11: Power Generated
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Recommendations
5.1

CONCLUSIONS
The Engines and Alternative Fuels Research Laboratory (EAFRL) contains the necessary

equipment to perform engine testing on water brake engine dynamometer, vehicle performance
testing on chassis dynamometer and plasma research for optimization of combustion process. For
the present research, 2.2L Perkins 4 Cylinder diesel engine was tested on water brake engine
dynamometer. The engine was tested with various speeds which are 1500, 1750 and 2000 rpm
and at two different load conditions i.e. 40 Lb-ft and 90 Lb- Ft. The load control unit on the
dynamometer is used to apply the predefined load and the heat produced due to the friction is
carried away by the water circulating continuously. For temperature data acquisition, a NI-SCXI
-1000 temperature module, with eight channel output was selected. Synchronizing the sensor and
the data acquisition was provided by LabVIEWTM interface software. Experimental controls
included the load application monitoring bench.
The designed waste heat recovery system for the installation and testing of the engine has
now been culminated in the laboratory via engine dynamometer experiment using Perkins diesel
engine. During two phase cooling phase, the variation of coolant temperature was less than 1 °C
and the cylinder head temperature has shown more uniform than that of single phase cooling. As
the saturated vapor pressure increases during two phase cooling, the cylinder head and coolant
temperatures are also increased. Thus, the maximum pressure of the saturated vapor in two phase
cooling is limited by allowable cylinder head temperature that is determined by cylinder head
distortion, abnormal combustion, exhaust emissions, etc. The data also depicts that at low speeds
steam is also generated, enticing electricity can be generated at low speeds as well. The water
coolant mixed with trifluoroethanol showed lower cylinder head temperature than pure water
coolant. Based on the measured values in the engine dynamometer experiment, the potential
power output of the proposed waste heat recovery system was calculated. The power output
using waste heat recovery under the same engine operating conditions ranges from .2 ~ 1 KW.
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5.2

RECOMMENDATIONS
Though the Engines and Alternative Fuels Laboratory has provided the necessary

equipment for testing the engine performance, further investigation can be dedicated to the
certain systems that have been integrated. These can include, but are not limited to:
• Sufficient dampers should be provided to the engine frame on the dynamometer to
minimize the vibration at high speeds and loads.
• Fresh charge of water should be supplied with an appropriate pump continuously to
provide maximum cooling of the load application unit of the dynamometer.
• The fuel flow meter attached to the dynamometer used to calculate fuel consumed
should be replaced for accurate reading.
• The load controlling work bench and controls should be improved for effective
application of the load.
• Proper lighting should be provided for the good view of all the components.
• Temperature sensors should be installed at some more additional points for future
investigations.
• Other sophisticated instrument should be employed for accurate engine speed and load
measurement at various operating conditions.
• Appropriate hoses to carry fuel should be provided to avoid the leaks, which occurred
during the present research.
• The exhaust gasses should be properly guided outside the test cell. The experiment was
conducted in a test cell with no control in the ambient temperature. The exhaust and forced
convective heat transfer by the floor fans increase the test cell temperature. Heat loss can be
measured precisely by conducting experiment in controlled environment.
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